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In terms of the equivalent status of all systems of reference as required by the
principle of relativity, we find a sufficient and necessary condition for the covariance
of a field theory —that is, a condition requiring more than the invariance of its lo-
cal Lagrangian density. With it a simple proof is presented to exclude the nonlinear
space-time transformations from those that keep the covariance of the field theories
with linear equations of motion. Its application to the linear transformations in ho-
mogeneous space-time further limits the linear groups keeping the covariance of such
a field theory to SL(4, R), and indicates why there must be a universal propagation
speed of interaction for a covariant field theory.
PACS numbers: 04.20.Cv, 03.30.+p
General covariance, as the technical realization of the principle of general relativity, is regarded as
one of the most powerful symmetries of nature. Its conceptual simplicity leads many to believe that
it should be a prominent attribute of all fundamental physical laws[1]. The equations related to a
physical law are called covariant between two systems of reference, say K and K’, if the concerned
physical quantities (including the physical observables) expressed or measured in them are in one-
to-one correspondence through the respective laws of tensor and spinor transformations induced by
the space-time coordinate transformation connecting K and K’, or the diermorphism between the
space-time manifolds M, M’ on which K and K’ are established. Under this view, these equations are
termed being general covariance, or the physical law is said to be invariant in any system of reference,










































by diermorphism (1) leave the Lagrangian density L(x) invariant, in this way the eld theory is
thought to be generally covariant. Practically the invariance of Lagrangian density is used as the
sucient condition for the covariance of any eld theory, be its equations of motion linear or nonlinear.
With a closer look at the original meaning of the principle of relativity, however, we nd that there
is a stronger condition for the covariance of a eld theory, and it limits the arbitrary diermorphism
(1) to a much narrower class. Hereafter, for a distinction from ‘physically covariant’ or ‘covariant’,
we will call the eld equations of a eld action ‘form covariant’ if the Lagrangian density concerned
satises the above-mentioned condition. In this letter we rst present a brief discussion on our suent
and necessary condition for the covariance of a eld theory, then apply it to the study of the covariance
of the eld described by Eq. (2) under arbitrary diermorphism, and nally we use it to study the
covariance of the eld theory under linear transformations in homogeous space-time. The advantage
of choosing action (2) as the example is that the linearity of its eld equations allows us to have a
better understanding of their solution structure.
Sufficient and necessary condition for covariance. |-The physical equivalence of systems of ref-
erence in describing a covariant eld theory is the essential requirement raised by the principle of
relativity. Here the term ‘physical equivalence’ has a double meaning: 1) The correlation of the con-
cerned quantities in its eld equations (including physical observables) through the transformation of
tensor (spinor) between a couple of systems of reference; 2) The arbitrariness in selecting a system for
the construction of solution to these eld equations. Only after the two points are met, can system
K, with the geometrical structure in it described by gµν(x), Γτµν(x), etc. of M, be exactly equivalent
to system K’, where the geometrical structure is characterized by gµ′ν′(x0), Γτ
′
µ′ν′(x
0), etc. of M’ ( the
diermorphic image of M ), and the eld theory under study respectively by the observors in K and
K’ be truly covariant. Of course the realization of the physical equivalence between two systems of
reference requires that all the concerned transformations should also preserve the boundary data for
the eld equations[2], but here we consider only the boundary at innity and therefore the influence
of the boundary data is negligible.
For clarication we construct the following diagram to illustrate the equivalence of system K and
K’ in the study of a covariant eld theory (here the action (2) is taken as example).
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In this diagram the horizontal arrows represent the transformations of the related elds from system
K to K’, and the perpendicular arrows the construction of the solution to eld equations with the
source eld and geometrical structure in K and K’, respectively. Thus the equivalence of K and K’
leads us to the sucient and necessary condition for the covariance of a eld theory: a eld theory is
covariant between two systems of reference, if and only if such kind of diagram for it commutes. The
‘only if’ part of the condition is more nontrivial; it guarantees the compatibility of the transformations
for the geometrical structure of the space-time manifold with those for the physical processes taking
place on the space-time manifold. For a better understanding of the condition we imagine such a
picture: In system K established on M, the physical elds Aµ(x), Jµ(x) in action (2) are determined
by an observor through measurement ( and solving the eld equations ) and, after the specication
of the exact form of space-time coordinates transformation between K and K’, they are transformed





(x0) in K’, where another observor solves the form
covariant eld equations only with the transformed Jµ
′
(x0) and gµ′ν′(x0). Unless the diagram is
commutative, in K’ the solution Aµ
′
2 (x
0) thus constructed, which is compatible with the geometrical
struture described by gµ′ν′(x0) there, will not be equal to A
µ′
1 (x
0), and so an awkward situation will
arise from the ambiguity of Aµ
′
(x0). At rst sight this requirement seems redundant since any form
covariant equation is expressed as: a tensor (spinor) = 0, which should be true to any system of
reference. However, we will see later that, if the space-time transformation between two systems of
reference is without any constraint, the global geometrical structure concerned in the construction
of the solution to eld equations indeed gives rise to the undesired noncommutation of the above
diagram.
Application to arbitrary space-time coordinate transformation. |-For simplicity we study Aµ(x) on









where dz(s)µ/ds is the four velocity of the particle, s the proper time, and e the coupling constant. The
linearity of the equations of motion derived from action (2) determines denitely a lightcone structure
at each point on M. The point particle in Eq. (5) contributes only to eld Aµ(x) on its forward
lightcone because of the retardation eect caused by the limited propagtion speed of interaction.
Although the exact equations of lightcone on a general space-time manifold is hard to know, we are
sure of their existence by constrcting the local lightcones (with gµν(x)=constant) and glueing them
together to form a global one. More generally, if the source eld Jµ(x) is distributed on the whole
space-time manifold, the contribution to Aµ(x) comes from the intergral over the backward lightcone
of point x.
On a space-time manifold, the physical considerations require that the propagation of interaction
from one point to another should be along the geodesics connecting them. In a specic system of
reference, say K, the observor sees that the eld Aµ(x) at point xµ on the forward lightcone of xµ0 ,
where the source particle is located, is proportional to vector mµ(x) that is produced by the parallel











along the null geodesics connecting the two points:
















in Minkowski space-time. Particularly, if there is more than one geodesic connnecting the two points
( e.g. they are conjugate points of each other), mµ(x) is a sum of the parallel translations of nµ(x0)
along all geodesics.
In the light of the above result, the sucient and necessary condition for the covariance of the eld
theory in Eq. (2) is specied to the commutation of the following diagram:
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Here the perpendicular arrows represent the parallel displacement of vectors along the null geodesics in
K and K’, respectively. Because of the covariance of geodesic equation[4], the geodesics connecting xµ
and xµ0 are always transformed to those connecting x
µ′ and xµ
′
0 , i.e. a geodesic is generally covariant.
In the diagram, starting from the position of nµ(x0) (upper left corner) and going to the position of
mµ
′
(x0) (down right corner) along two ways of a combination of vector transformation and parallel

























































Obviously, for a nonlinear transformation, the two results are not equal with the dierent transfor-
mation Jacobian at dierent points and an additional summand in Eq. (8). Thus the only candidates
that keep the covariance of the eld theory descibed by Eq. (2) are linear transformation groups.







Rµν = ∂αΓαµν − ∂νΓαµα + ΓβαβΓαµν − ΓβναΓαµβ , (10)
to the Lagrangian density in Eq. (2). Because of the presence of the nonlinear self-interaction term
the general structure of the solution to the eld equations is beyond our knowledge, so we are not
sure whether or not the gravitational wave propages along the null geodesics on the forward lightcone
of its source. A linear approximation of the theory can however be realized if we consider only the
gravitational perturbation µν(x) over the space-time background hµν(x):
gµν(x) = hµν(x) + µν(x). (11)
Then the covariance of µν(x) can be discussed in the similar way.





between two systems of reference[5]. As a matter of fact, however, the general expression
for a space-time coordinate transformation between two arbitrary systems of reference can never be
determined. In one of the systems the observor only knows the trajectory of the other expreesed
by xi(t) (i=1,2,3), where t is the coordinate time. The additional symmetry is indispensible for
the specication of the exact form of space-time transformation between two reference systems. For
example, the establishment of Lorentz transformation between inertial reference systems actually
needs the invariance of Minkowski metric as such additional symmetry for the space-time structure.
In [6], a procedure is given to determine the form of the space-time coordinate transformation between
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two systems in an arbitrary rectilinear motion relative to each other in Minkowski space-time, but it
doesn’t hold good on a more general space-time manifold, for the lack of symmetry and the indenite
relation between proper time and coordinate time of a moving particle arising from the uncertaity of
its world line element[7].
Application to the linear transformation µ
′
µ in homogeneous space-time (constant metric field). |
-This is a situation where such important tool as Green’s function method is applicable in dealing






jgjd4y G(x, y)Jµ(y), (12)
where
pjgj is a constant. Hence our sucient and necessary condition can be expressed by the rst
diagram, with the perpendicular arrows representing the combinaton of the construction of Green’s
function and the performance of the integral (in Eq. (12)) in system K and K’, respectively. The
requiement for the commutation of the diagram is therefore translated to the following relation:
G0(x0, y0) = G(x, y), (13)
which means that the Green’s function should transform as a scalar eld.
With the help of the verbian elds eµa , which connect gµν and Minkowski metric ηab as
ηab = eµae
ν
b gµν , (14)
we can construct through Fourier transformation the Green’s function (propagator) of the eld theory
in system K (resp.K’):



















µ − yµ)2. By Eqs. (13) and (15), the sucient and necessary condition
for covariance further limits the general diermorphism (1) to the special linear tranformation group
SL(4, R) with detµ
′
µ = 1.
Moreover, the propagation speed w of interaction in the lightcone equation
g00(wt)2 + 2g0i(wt)xi + gijxixj = 0, (16)
which is given by the singularity of δ function in Eq. (15), must be invariant under space-time
coordinate transformation if the eld theory should be covariant. Going back to the real physical
world, Minkowski space-time, we have the universal propagation speed c for all kinds of long-range
















and it breaks the covariance of the Green’s function required by Eq. (13). Thus the invariance of light
speed is indispensible as one of the two postulates for the special theory of relativity, since it starts
with an attempt at a covariant electromagnetic eld theory between inertial syetems of reference. It
should be specially emphasized that, because the intergral range is over the whole space-time manifold
in Eq. (12), the universal propagation speed must exist at every point in space and keep invariant
with the progress of time. This requirement imposes another constraint on the covariance of a eld
theory.
Finally, we make two remarks on the issues related to the covariance of the eld theory in Minkowski
space-time: 1) To make the situation more complex we put some refractive media, which gives rise
a refractive index n 6= 1, into the space-time manifold. Certainly the density of it is low enough
(T 00  1) not to influence the space-time metric too much, but the eletromagnetic propagation
speed c/n is no longer invariant under coordinate transformation in where the media is distributed.
The above discussion tells us that any small patch of such media can destroy the covariance of
electromagetic eld, even if the eld equations are still form covariant on the whole rest of the space-
time manifold. 2) If the mass term − 1
2m
2AµAµ is added to the Lagrangian density in Eq. (2),
then the contribution to the eld Aµ(x) at point x in Minkowski space-time comes from the source
eld within the backward lightcone of the point. With the time reversal symmetry of lightcone, the
covariance of the eld requires that the velocity of the emmited massive quanta of Aµ(x) by its source
range from −c to c, so the four momentum of it will diverge. Independently of the requirement for
gauge symmetry, therefore, a massive long-range intermediate Boson eld is forbidden in Minkowski
space-time by the requirement for covariance.
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